Hogppard Conducts Choral Reading Clinic, Concert

by Marilyn Moore

Dr. Ling - hogppard—nationally known choral director, will speak at this morning’s 10:30 assembly in the College Theatre. He will also conduct a choral reading clinic here this afternoon and assemble a 200-member chorus which will perform a concert Sunday at 3 p.m. at the First Christian Church at Tustin and "L" streets, sponsored by the College Choir, says Joseph Hsu, director.

He will also conduct a sight-reading workshop here tomorrow morning from 8:30 to 10:10 and in the afternoon from 1:30 to 4. Over 500 singers, from high schools throughout the area are expected to participate in the workshop which will be held at 3:30 in the theatre.

First rehearsal for the concert on Sunday will be here this evening at 7 p.m. Another will be held tomorrow night. About twelve sacred selections will be performed in concert by the choirs of combined high schools and Bakersfield College choirs. They will be assisted by Celby Stirling, accompanying pianist, and Todd Shilling, organist.

Dr. Hogppard, well-known in the field of choral music education, has directed more than 500 workshops, festivals, and choral performances at the high school and college level. He has been given numerous presentations at more than 50 universities and conventions.

His professional career began when he won a prize competition at the age of 17. He had had no formal instruction on the instrument. Young Hogppard entered college at 15 on a "work scholarship," and graduated highest in his class at 17.

At this time, he was the Federated Musicians' "Young Composer's Contest" with a violin sonata. Hogppard received his doctorate from Columbia University in 1927. He now lives in Heidel, California.
**Demonstration Speeches**

**Tax Students' Imagination**

Have you ever imagined how exciting it could be to explore the world of tax and its potential impact on the economy? Today, we have an opportunity to do just that through a presentation on tax students' imagination. Join us as we delve into the world of innovation and explore how tax professionals can bring creative ideas to life.

**BC Insturments Foreign Students**

Today, we will be discussing the importance of supporting foreign students in their pursuit of education. The BC Insturments initiative aims to provide resources and opportunities for foreign students to thrive in their academic journeys. Join us as we explore the benefits of this initiative and how it can positively impact the local community.

**Industrial Educators Meet Here**

Industrial educators play a crucial role in connecting students with the real-world applications of their studies. Today, we will be discussing strategies for effectively engaging and inspiring industrial educators. Join us as we explore ways to strengthen this important partnership.

**Library Purchases: 1,611 New Volumes**

The library has recently added 1,611 new volumes, enriching our collection and providing students with access to the latest resources. Join us as we celebrate this addition and discuss how these new resources can support your academic journey.

**Sound Off...**

Compliments Band Performance

This week, the Sound Off band delivered an outstanding performance at the campus event. Their music and energy were infectious, captivating the audience and leaving a lasting impression. Join us as we celebrate this impressive performance and reflect on the power of music in our lives.

**Students Act Maturely**

In an attempt to emphasize the importance of responsible student behavior, the administration has emphasized the need for students to act maturely. This initiative aims to foster a positive campus environment and encourage ethical decision-making. Join us as we discuss the significance of this initiative and its impact on the community.

**Out of the Frying Pan...**

A day in the life of a student can be challenging, balancing学业和社交活动. Today, we will be discussing strategies for managing stress and finding balance in your daily life. Join us as we explore ways to navigate the demands of college life and maintain your well-being.

**Authentic Natural...**

At Stansfield's Organic, we are committed to providing authentic natural products. Join us as we discuss the benefits of choosing organic options and how they contribute to a healthier lifestyle.

**Sensational Repeat Sale Begins**

Hundreds of New Prints Just Released Limited Time - Limited Quantities

Museum-quality, giant-size FULL COLOR REPRODUCTIONS of FAMOUS PAINTINGS & POSTERS $1.00

See the full range of prints at our Sensational Repeat Sale. Limited time - limited quantities available. Don't miss this opportunity to own one of these iconic artworks for just $1.00 each!

**Group Coordinating Activities Program**

L.A. SPOONER'S - A group of individuals interested in coordinating activities for community gatherings has been formed. This group aims to bring together people of all ages and backgrounds to create a vibrant and inclusive community. Join us as we discuss the goals and plans of this new group and how you can become involved.

**Sensational Repeat Sale**

LARGE BRUSHSTROKE PRINTS AT $1.00

SMALL BRUSHSTROKE PRINTS AT $1.00

All brushing is done by professional artists. Special purchase of Oak Frames at Your Discount

**BC Campus Bookstore**

Are you looking for a place to buy textbooks and other academic resources? Look no further! The BC Campus Bookstore is here to provide you with a wide selection of materials to support your academic journey. Visit us today and find everything you need to succeed.
OUT OF THE FRYING PAN . . .

Next Friday the Campbell Literary Society is sponsoring a novelty show, "Veteran Frauds," at the theater. The event is free and open to the public. The show will feature performances by members of the group, showcasing their unique talents in various genres. Attendees are encouraged to come and enjoy a night of entertainment, laughter, and camaraderie.

Saturday, October 6

Students, enjoy a night out with friends at the Student Hub. The hub offers a relaxed and social atmosphere where you can unwind and connect with fellow students. The Student Hub serves as a meeting point for various campus organizations, allowing for networking opportunities.

November 23

Saturday, November 23

Aubreigh "Breezy" Johnson

Breezy Johnson is a campus icon, known for her infectious smile and an unbreakable spirit. Despite facing numerous challenges, Breezy remains乐观 and determined. She is an inspiration to many, demonstrating resilience and courage in the face of adversity. Breezy Johnson, an everyday hero, embodies the true spirit of resilience and resourcefulness.

Monday, October 5

Aubreigh "Breezy" Johnson

Breezy Johnson is a campus icon, known for her infectious smile and an unbreakable spirit. Despite facing numerous challenges, Breezy remains optimistic and determined. She is an inspiration to many, demonstrating resilience and courage in the face of adversity. Breezy Johnson, an everyday hero, embodies the true spirit of resilience and resourcefulness.

Saturday, November 23

Aubreigh "Breezy" Johnson

Breezy Johnson is a campus icon, known for her infectious smile and an unbreakable spirit. Despite facing numerous challenges, Breezy remains optimistic and determined. She is an inspiration to many, demonstrating resilience and courage in the face of adversity. Breezy Johnson, an everyday hero, embodies the true spirit of resilience and resourcefulness.

Wednesday, October 7

Aubreigh "Breezy" Johnson

Breezy Johnson is a campus icon, known for her infectious smile and an unbreakable spirit. Despite facing numerous challenges, Breezy remains optimistic and determined. She is an inspiration to many, demonstrating resilience and courage in the face of adversity. Breezy Johnson, an everyday hero, embodies the true spirit of resilience and resourcefulness.

Friday, October 9

Aubreigh "Breezy" Johnson

Breezy Johnson is a campus icon, known for her infectious smile and an unbreakable spirit. Despite facing numerous challenges, Breezy remains optimistic and determined. She is an inspiration to many, demonstrating resilience and courage in the face of adversity. Breezy Johnson, an everyday hero, embodies the true spirit of resilience and resourcefulness.

Sunday, October 8

Aubreigh "Breezy" Johnson

Breezy Johnson is a campus icon, known for her infectious smile and an unbreakable spirit. Despite facing numerous challenges, Breezy remains optimistic and determined. She is an inspiration to many, demonstrating resilience and courage in the face of adversity. Breezy Johnson, an everyday hero, embodies the true spirit of resilience and resourcefulness.
RAMPAGING GADES FACE VALLEY TOMORROW

Amidst the excitement surrounding the upcoming football game at the University of California, Los Angeles, the preparation for what could be a significant match is underway. With both teams aiming for victory, the atmosphere is charged with anticipation. 

At stake is not only the pride of their respective institutions but also the honor and prestige that come with defeating a rival. The Gades, known for their tenacity and resilience, are ready to face the Valley Tigers. 

Under the watchful eyes of the referee, the teams will engage in a battle of wits and strength. Each player is eager to prove their worth on the field, with the hope of emerging victorious. 

The match promises to be a spectacle of skill and determination, as both teams strive to outplay their opponents. With each passing minute, the intensity grows, building up to a crescendo of grandeur. The outcome remains uncertain, leaving fans on the edge of their seats.

The anticipation is palpable as the players gear up, their uniforms gleaming under the stadium lights. The roar of the crowd echoes through the arena, fueling the athletes' spirits. This is their moment to shine, to leave a lasting impression on the history of sports.

As the referee gives the signal, the teams converge,锁定了目光，准备在接下来的几分钟内决定胜负。在欢呼声中，比赛正式开始。这是一场智谋与力量的较量，每一名球员都在为自己的团队而战，为最终的胜利而奋斗。

The scene is set for an epic showdown, with the outcome hanging in the balance. The spectators watch in awe as the game unfolds, each moment carrying the weight of history. The stakes are high, and the pressure is palpable, but the players are undeterred, determined to leave their mark on the annals of sports.

As the clock ticks, the tension mounts, and the spectators anticipate the outcome. Will the Gades emerge triumphant, or will the Valley Tigers prove to be a worthy adversary? Only time will tell, as the game unfolds in a series of dramatic turns and thrilling moments.

The referees'哨声再次响起，宣告了比赛的开始。观众们屏住呼吸，期待着这场对决的精彩瞬间。随着每一秒的流逝，比赛进入了白热化阶段。

这场对决不仅关乎一场比赛的胜负，更是对精神与荣耀的终极考验。无论结果如何，每一位球员都将载入史册，成为不可磨灭的记忆。

As the final seconds tick by, the crowd erupts in a cacophony of cheers and applause, acknowledging the hard-fought victory or the valiant effort of both teams. The players, exhausted yet triumphant, celebrate their achievements, knowing that this match has left an indelible mark on the annals of sports history.

In the end, it is not just the outcome of the game that matters but the journey of the players, the bonds formed, and the memories created. The anticipation, the sweat, and the sacrifice are all worth it when the lights of history shine bright for those who have fought and conquered.

The Gades, Weathering the Storm

The Gades, a team known for their resilience and determination, are well-prepared for the upcoming match. With coach Bob Clark leading the way, the team is determined to emerge victorious.

Clark's assistant, Paul Myers, has been working tirelessly with the players, ensuring that they are in peak condition. The team's strength and strategy are meticulously planned, ready to take on the Valley Tigers.

The forecast predicts clear skies and mild temperatures, perfect conditions for a football game. The players are looking forward to the challenge, knowing that it will test their limits and push them to their best.

The game is going to be a battle of wits and strength, with every play carrying the weight of history. The Gades are ready to face the challenge, determined to emerge victorious.

The fans are eagerly watching the match, ready to cheer the Gades on to glory. This is their moment to shine, to leave a lasting impression on the field. As the referee blows the final whistle, the crowd erupts in a cacophony of cheers and applause, acknowledging the hard-fought victory or the valiant effort of both teams. The players, exhausted yet triumphant, celebrate their achievements, knowing that this match has left an indelible mark on the annals of sports history.

This is the Gades, weathering the storm, standing tall and proud, ready to conquer any challenge that comes their way.

Capers' Two Fine Men's Stores

William & Vincent

YUGOSLAV FARM ADMINISTRATORS VISIT COUNTY, WATCH GRID GAME

Yugoslav administrators have arrived in the county to observe the grid game. They are eager to learn about the American football system and gain insights into the country's sports culture.

The visitors are impressed by the size and organization of the grid game, which stands in stark contrast to the small-scale activities they are accustomed to in their home country. They are particularly interested in the team dynamics and the role of coaches.

The visitors are also keen to understand the history and evolution of American football, which they find fascinating. They are eager to engage with American football players and local coaches to gain a deeper understanding of the sport.

The visit is part of a larger initiative by the Yugoslav government to promote sports and cultural exchanges with the United States. The country hopes to learn from American football and apply the knowledge gained to improve its own sports programs.

The visitors are grateful for the opportunity to observe the grid game and learn from American football professionals. They are excited to share their knowledge and experiences with their counterparts back home.

The visit is a testament to the strength of international relations and the power of sports in bringing people together.
Board Approves 4-Year Recharter Measure

An amendment to the 4th Constitution involving club rechartering was approved Monday by a vote of 14-5. At least 50 percent of the members present were required to vote in favor of the amendment.

Although support was not unanimous, the song "Oklahoma," written by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein for the musical of the same name, was sung in support of the amendment.

A special meeting called by President John McFarland was held Monday to discuss the amendment. The meeting was held in the Cherry Room of the Student Union.

The amendment, which was introduced by Advisor Mike Casteel, states that the club rechartering process will be simplified and streamlined.

The amendment was presented to the club members last week and was reviewed with the members present during the meeting.

Nursing Students Learn By Doing

Students attending the workshop for nursing students will be able to experience the benefits of learning by doing. The workshop, sponsored by the Student Nurses Association, was held on November 18th.

The workshop was designed to help students understand the importance of patient care and the role of nurses in providing quality care.

The workshop was held in the Student Union, and was attended by 100 students.

Chewy-Nut Meet

A chewy-nut meet was held on November 19th to raise money for the Omega Psi Phi club. The meet was held in the Student Union, and was attended by 100 students.

The meet was sponsored by the Omega Psi Phi club, and was held to raise money for the club's activities.

The meet was held in the Student Union, and was attended by 100 students.

Nurse, flames and other fires are the responsibility of the nurses attending the workshop.

The workshop was held in the Student Union, and was attended by 100 students.

Colleen's Speech

BEAUTY, PEOPLE, IDEAS SUFFER FROM PREJUDICE

We are all aware of the prejudice that exists today, which is often reflected in the way we treat each other. It is important to remember that beauty, people, and ideas are all suffering from prejudice.

One example of this is the way we treat people based on their appearance. We often judge a person based on their looks, rather than on the person's personality or character.

Another example is the way we treat people based on their race or ethnicity. We often assume that people of a certain race or ethnicity are all the same, and we treat them accordingly.

It is important to remember that beauty, people, and ideas are all suffering from prejudice. We need to work towards a society where every person is treated with respect and equality, regardless of their appearance, race, or ethnicity.

Let us work towards a world where beauty, people, and ideas are not suffering from prejudice.

Nursing Students

Nursing students at our university are learning by doing. They are gaining valuable hands-on experience through clinical rotations and other practical experiences.

The Nursing Students Association is working hard to ensure that our nursing students receive the best possible education.

The Nursing Students Association is working hard to ensure that our nursing students receive the best possible education.

The Nursing Students Association is working hard to ensure that our nursing students receive the best possible education.
Polomen
Whip FSC
Travel to EC
Bickford's water pulsates in a game with a strong Warriors squad Tuesday. The Winners played third time, losing 20-16.

Runners Down LF, Meet Valley Here
Coach Al Brown's fifth LF team once again took it to the Valley High<br>
Mayors, 49-40, in the third meet in the current major league.

Winebrenner's
Gives Eyes Warriors as Fourth Straight Victim
This afternoon's event is the quartet's 15-16 meeting, winning 23-16.

Bucko.

Get Your A-1 Steak at
Coffee's
1404 19th St.
2727 T" St.

HARRISON'S
1912
1800

FALLEN

Gades Held to 35 Points in First Metro Contest
The LA Valley, Los Angeles, and the Valley High teams meet again today with the Valley coach Al Hart set to appearances.

Baskets
Start Practice; 5 Returns
The boys are in their third season, still playing for the last 15 in a row. This will be their last meeting of the season.

Constitutional Changes Proposed in Election
Los Angeles Times, October 31, 1961
Joseph Connelly, chairman of the ADL Commission proposed by the Board of Representatives, will be the main speaker of the event tonight, October 31.

Researchers Studies BC Student Personnel Plan
Drama of Jews in Hiding Features Intricate Set
The Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank, the Diary of Anne Frank.
Will Check Attendance

College Library Opens Saturday in Trial Run

By Pati Kibbles

The Gymnasium at the College will open for trial runs this weekend. The library will be open Saturday morning at 9 a.m. and will close at 9 p.m. The library will also be open Sunday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Court Spurns Student's Grievance

A request by one student that the student union raise the cost of the classroom from $1 to $2 was denied by the Court, which ruled that the student union did not have the power to make such a change.

Muller, Hunter Show Paintings At BC Gallery

The paintings recently acquired by the Board of Trustees at the Boston College art gallery will be on display for the next few weeks.

State Board... (Continued from Page 1)

The State Board of Education will meet next week to consider the appointment of a new superintendent of schools for the State.

UCSB Visitors' Day

The University of California at Santa Barbara will hold its Visitors' Day on Friday, October 21st.

WHAT'S A ROC?

A ROC is a term often used in the context of rock climbing to describe a rock formation or route.

Linda Jones

For Homecoming Queen

QUEEN ELECTION WEDNESDAY

Ten Club-Sponsored Candidates, Two Independents Seek Queenship

When the bell rings on Friday, November 1st, the campus will be filled with the sounds of the Queenship election. The candidates will be vying for the title of the most popular student on campus.

CUBS ENTER CONTEST; CASH PRIZES OFFERED

The College of Business Administration is sponsoring a contest for the best team in the country. The winner will receive $10,000 in cash.

Rehearsals Begin

For Oratorio "Elijah"

The annual Oratorio "Elijah" will be performed on Saturday, December 1st. The rehearsal schedule is as follows:

Cindy Jordon

For Homecoming Queen

Knights Berets Move at Driskle

The Knights Berets, a national honor society, will meet this week to discuss their plans for the upcoming semester.

LINDA LINDEN

For Homecoming Queen
**STOP! VOTE**

**United Nations Succumbs To Fatal Russian Veto**

by Gayle Anderson

It is fitting that we should mourn the passing away of public good. The United Nations was born in a great period, and its final years are the final period for the whole body. This is not to suggest that the United Nations is dead, but it is doing better than it once did. The United Nations is doing better than it was, and it is doing better than we thought it was. The United Nations is doing better than we thought it was, and it is doing better than we thought it was.

Stop and read. The end of the line is near. And the end of the line is near. And the end of the line is near.

**JC's Rapped Again**

While not every college is doing it, California is doing it. And that's a good thing. It's not only a good thing, it's a necessary thing. It's a necessary thing. It's a necessary thing.

**Editorial**

**What's That Again Pat?**

by Vic Pannell

SACRAMENTO—One Edward P., (Pop) Henry, speaking the other day in Sacramento, said: "It's not every college that does it, but California is doing it. And that's a good thing. It's not only a good thing, it's a necessary thing. It's a necessary thing.

**YOUTHFUL LOOK**

**AWS Adviser Seldom 'Mistaken for Teacher'**

"You're a real full of life, aren't you?" said the teacher. "You're a real full of life, aren't you?" said the teacher. "You're a real full of life, aren't you?" said the teacher.

**SOUND OFF**

**Opposes Activities Representative**

by John Smith

This is a "doable" situation. It's not easy to get people to work on the problem of pollution we're facing, but we should try. We should try. We should try.

**ART SUPPLIES**

**SCHOOL SUPPLIES**

**DRAFTING SUPPLIES**

**TYPEWRITERS**

**HARRISON'S**

1804 Chester — Downtown

**YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD HEADQUARTERS**

For Campus Wear By Catalina
Campus Casuals - Junior Miss
Checkets

1404 Crossway Drive
Millstreet Shopping Center

**Traditional Stacks**

**4.95 up**

**COFFEE'S UNIVERSITY SHOPS**

1974 - 1st, Wendtland

**Fox West Coast Theatre**

**Discount Cards**

will be used any day
including Friday and Sunday nights only

**UC ACTIVITIES BOARD IS YOUR CAMPUS DISTRIBUTOR**

Cards are available at the College Box Office $4.00 each

First admission FREE

AIDS LUSTERS ON JUNIOR PRICES

**CAMPUS DEP SHOP**

**Fox West Coast Theatres**

701 S. Main, 90186

**RENEGADE RIP**

For Renegade Knights

**Homecoming Queen**

Sponsored by Renegade Knights

**Family Fun Center**

**BAKERSFIELD**

**DELIVERIES**

**Dancing**

**Bowling**

**Paola's LAMES**

**Sponsored by Renegade Knights**

**For Sue Huber**
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BETWEEN BITES... get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!

ORATORS HEAD SOUTH FOR TOURNAMENT
Six members of the Billesford College speech squad, coached by Dr. Phyllis Clark, director of Speech, traveled to the Ohio College this weekend. They will participate in the Intercollegiate Speech Tournament this weekend and tomorrow at the college.

Sandra Shively will compete in the discussion contest on "The Foreign Policy of the United Nations," with Neil J. Cleary, chairman of the English Department. Each member of the sentence will be given 2 minutes to discuss the topic. Sandra will be one of four speakers who will be present on Monday and Tuesday.

And now, the news:

Jan Hoffman Re-Creates Anne Frank in 'Diary'

By Virgil Brown

An excellent re-creation of Anne Frank’s life was offered by Jan Hoffman, a sophomore at Biddlesford College, during the performance of "The Diary of Anne Frank" in the University Auditorium. The play was presented by the College Drama Department.

The play, based on the novel by Simon Shoval, portrays the life of Anne Frank and her family during World War II. Hoffman played the role of Anne Frank, and was joined by other students in the production.

"The Diary of Anne Frank" is a moving and powerful story that highlights the importance of tolerance and understanding in today’s world. The play was produced with the aim of educating students about the horrors of the Holocaust and the need for empathy and understanding.

CAMPUS ARTS MAGAZINE SELECTS EDITORIAL STAFF
The Campus Arts Magazine recently announced that they have received a number of applications for the position of editorial advisor. The selection process will be held on Saturday, March 24.

UCFC MEMBERS DESCRIBE HERITAGE
UCFC members are proud to describe their heritage. They are from diverse backgrounds and come from all corners of the globe. Their stories are filled with excitement, challenges, and triumphs. They are a testament to the strength of the human spirit.

FREED-UP EL CAMINO SQUAD SCARES RENEGADES

By Kent Miller

Bob Miller’s highly regarded Rebel running back, Billy Williams, carried the ball for 164 yards last Saturday and scored his team’s only touchdown in a 14-7 victory over the rival school. Williams gained 164 yards on 26 carries and scored his team’s only touchdown.

The Rebels left town early on Friday morning, and the game was held at home. The Rebels are currently 7-5 in the league and ranked fourth in the nation. They are off to a 1-0 start in conference play this season.

THE ST. JOSEPH’S BASKETBALL TEAM
St. Joseph’s basketball team is gearing up for another exciting season. The team is looking to replicate last year’s success and make a run at the conference title.

"62 CORVAIR MONZA NEW FACE, SAME SPORTING HEART"

We might as well call you straight off, Corvair's the car for the driving enthusiast. Think that you can't get more for your money? Well, how about a car that gets 25 miles per gallon and has a 2-door coupe with a 2.5-liter engine? It's got six big Chrome wheels on four-keyed spindles and a 12-volt electrical system.

The St. Joseph's basketball team is off to a strong start this season. They are currently 7-5 in the league and ranked fourth in the nation.

All the above information is obtained from the 1962 Corvette Coupe, a model that was produced in the 1960s. The Corvette was known for its powerful engine and sleek design. It was a popular choice among driving enthusiasts.

How DO YOU ROC?

And here's America's only thoroughbred sports car, the 62 CORVETTE. It's sure to be a hit as the Chevrolet after your own personal Corvair. You may even end up with a car that you can show off to your friends.
Harbor Eleven Awaits Renegades Tonight, More Passes in Store

The impromptu Renegade gridiron goblins created the first four-game winning streak of 1961. Saturday, the defeatable 4-4-0 team took another bating and eventually gained 1-0-0 in the Pacific Coast Conference.

On Sunday, the Renegades played at the University of Oregon, where they were defeated by the Ducks, 20-0.

Gades Roll On Despite Illnesses

The Renegades' return to Seattle Stadium was a thronging 21,000. As expected, they were defeated by the Northwestern Wildcats, 21-0.

Gades went on to lose their next two games, but finally managed to gain a win over the Stanford Cardinals, 19-6.

Runners Beat LAV in Big Meet Today

The Bachelor College cross-country team recently had a good showing in a meet and had a good showing overall.

Field, the injury-riddled Galen, was pulled by CMR fire and David did, too. He was convinced that the team has passed its prime in the Pacific Coast Conference.

BC had its worst loss, 22-20, to touring Eastern normals.

BC's Blue Cross was a special fast foot that practiced last week.

Sideline Grid Tackle Makes Odds Sports Switch

According to Mr. TRIM's strategy, the team needs to switch to a single line of defense and tackle and make a better showing of the game.

The team's defense is expected to be stronger against the sidebross, and the tackles are expected to be less effective against the slant.

The team's offensive line is expected to be stronger as well, with the tackles expected to be more effective against the sidebross.

Sweaters -- It's the...
Homecoming Comes Tomorrow

PARADE, HALF-TIME SHOW FEATURED

Club Floats to Portray ‘Our College Contributors’

Following teachers being put on club floats today in preparation for the Homecoming parade tomorrow afternoon, the floats will be shown off at 3:30 P.M. in the football stadium.

Carson Phillips will lead the parade as Captain of the Homecoming Court, and nine other members of the court will be selected to ride with him.

Casey Speaks on Lawmaking Life

By Steve Lighter

STEVE LIGHTER, junior history major, 20th district, explained by photography and discussion what it is like to be a legislator when he spoke at a party today in the union. He is a member of the Cal Poly Club and the Sigma Sigma Sigma Fraternity. This event marks the university’s 3rd Annual Legislative Thursday afternoon.

Luncheon Honors Bakersfield Alumni

The Alumni on Campus Day luncheon for the Bakersfield College alumni will be held today at 1:30 in the Union on the first floor.

Blatt Considered Non-Student Paper

The Blatt Considered is a student publication that was held in the Blatt Center for Social Science Building.

Dance Plans Begin For Joyeux Noel

JAMES STERLING, secretary of the Cal Poly Student Body, has announced the dance plans for the dressy party to be held here at 8:00 tonight in the Union on the first floor.

For Christmas Gifts

BUY AVON

Avon Cosmetics

Can you ROC?

All your life you'll be

lively, lift!

Stardust Sisters

Buy Avon

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Wickersham Jewelers

Eagleston’s

HILCREST SHOPPING CENTER

Friday Evening ‘til 9 P.M.

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

MINI SWEATERS

‘Tis the season for mini sweaters! A great way to stay warm and stylish at the same time. Shop our selection of mini sweaters in a variety of colors and styles. These mini sweaters are perfect for layering or wearing alone. Get them while they last! Visit our store today to check out our selection.

MAN RELATED SWEATERS

TURN TO COLLEGIATE’S 'right hand sweater section to find out more about our variety of men's related sweaters. These sweaters are made with high-quality materials and are available in a range of colors and styles. Shop our collection today and find the perfect sweater for him.

ASK ART FINCH

Vis-For-Vis Club Members Are asked to note the following:

Casting Notice

The Sophisticated Boot Jacket

The MARRIOTT of Golden

AUGUST 31

SOUND OFF

His Immodesty of Immoral Audience

The college theater should not be used to support immoral behavior and the college should take steps to make it clear that such behavior is not acceptable.

Red-White Rule Makes Problem

By Wayne Brown

With admissions on card, emphasis is placed on student behavior and discipline. The red-white rule is a key component of this emphasis.

Screw the University

By James T. Hackett

The university should be held accountable for the education it provides and for the actions of its faculty and staff.

FACULTY-DEPARTMENTAL MORALS

By Dr. John W. Smith

The college should adopt a set of rules to regulate the conduct of faculty members.

Screw the University

By Dr. John W. Smith

The college should adopt a set of rules to regulate the conduct of faculty members.

VARSITY

Credit Card Jewelers

Downtown Golden Shopping Center

(916) 370-2424

The Golden Shopping Center, the fountain, and the Golden Oak are visible in the background.
Drum Major, Twirlers Featured at Renegade Half-Time Shows

by Lynn Dickman

Pat Chouderly and Lynn Kuchner, two take-charge twirlers, were featured in energetic routines by the alkaline green and blue drum line of the Renegade Marching Band. The band put on a thrilling show to the cheers of the crowd.

The Renegade Marching Band's half-time show was recognized for its energy and precision. The drum line performed a routine to the delight of the audience.

Raines Contributes Survey on Student Personnel

The survey conducted by Raines College was reviewed by the student body. It provided valuable insights into the needs and interests of the students.

Girls Attend 4-H Congress in Chicago

The girls who attended the 4-H Congress in Chicago participated in various activities and events. They received recognition for their participation.

Navy Comes to BC

The attendance at the Navy College Fair was high, with many students interested in learning about naval programs. The fair provided an opportunity for students to explore their options and make informed decisions.

SPLASHERS

Clash With Yikes Today

The Splashers, a popular water sports team, were matched against Yikes today. The Splashers emerged victorious in a thrilling battle of water-based activities.

Save $85 on Medicated Scrub Set

For a limited time, you can save $85 on our Medicated Scrub Set. This set is ideal for those who want to maintain a healthy complexion.
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Gridiron Eye East LA 

In Homecoming Tilt

by Kent Miller

Long Beach City College, minus star quarterback Eric Irvin, was nearly eliminated from Junior College football contention when they had to take it on the road to down a stubborn El Camino eleven, 27-21. Victory was made possible when Chuck Dowd’s third field TD pass, two to Wallis, and a pass to Santa Monica led by Rand Carter’s golden arm, defeated El Camino at LA Valley. Dowd scored at first TD of the season but still fell to San Diego 26-20.

Biggest visitor on the campus was at Santa Ana where the Dennis- trum Orange Coast 64-7. Leading scorer was 217-pound fullback Rudy Lukats who tallied two 2-point conversions in the breakdown, on runs of 31, 15, 8, 6, and 7 yards, for 14 points. Riverside sided victory Number Five of the season, 21 0 decision over Citrus.

Also, COS 14, Reddy 0, for Riverside at San Bernardino: Fresno 27, Cudahy 12; Tift 36, Pitzer 20; Glendale 5, San Jac. USC 46, Final. This week El Camino is at Valley. Herbie vs Long Beach. San Diego goes against Santa Monica. Santa Barbara takes Riverside. Chaffey is at Fullerton. Orange Coast in its last at St. Sac. Santa Ana, if it succeed to Citrus in an attempt to knock Bar’s performance of Reddy; Retall, at Fresno. COS hosts Pitzerville; Hanock plays the role of the far for College. Pierce at Phoenix; Ventura Tests文本内容。